TC-CS 1400
Circular Saw
Item No.: 4330937
Ident No.: 11025
Bar Code: 4006825593310
The TC-CS 1400 hand-held circular saw is a very powerful DIY tool and versatile helper on numerous cutting-to-size jobs in wood. Sawing depth and
tilt angle of the saw can be adjusted without tools, and with the carbide blade you can make cuts both with and across the grain. A splitter prevents the
blade from becoming jammed and therefore offers additional safety for man and material.

Features
- Powerful circular saw for straight cuts in wood materials
- Safe stop thanks to large handle
- Also with splitter for greater safety on the job
- Splitter adapts automatically to the cutting depth
- Carbide blade for sawing both with and across the grain
- Cutting depth adjustment without tools for top cutting results
- Saw table adjustment without tools for angular cuts
- Complete with parallel stop for accurate cuts
- Complete with connection for dust extraction
- Long-lasting, galvanized soleplate
- Softstart function: Safety through limited starting current

Technical Data
- Power
- Idle speed
- Number of saw teeth
- Cutting depth at 45°
- Cutting depth at 90°
- Mains supply
- Saw blade

1400 W
5200 min^-1
24 Pieces
45 mm
66 mm
230 V | 50 Hz
Ø190 x ø30 mm

Logistic Data
- Product weight
- Gross weight single packaging
- Pieces per export carton
- Gross weight export carton
- Dimensions export carton
- Container quantity (20"/40"/40"HC)

4.3 kg
5.2 kg
4 Pieces
21.5 kg
530 x 375 x 570 mm
1056 | 2112 | 2464
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Available as special accessories
TCT saw blade 190x30x2.5mm
48T
Circular Saw Accessory
Item No.: 4502142
Bar Code: 4006825548112
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